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With great sadness we have to report that our friend Johan Goudsblom, co-founder and long-

time chairman of the Board (1983–2017) of the Norbert Elias Foundation, died on 17 March.  

 

No one has done more for the recognition of Norbert Elias and his intellectual legacy than 

Joop (as his friends called him). His teaching, publications and personal example have been a 

source of inspiration to successive generations in many countries.            

 

A memorial meeting will be held at a later stage.  

 

Johan Heilbron, Jason Hughes, Adrian Jitschin   
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JOHAN GOUDSBLOM 

by Stephen Mennell 
 

 

Joop Goudsblom’s contribution to the wider recognition of the value and significance of the 

work of Norbert Elias was unparalleled. But as we grieve his death, it is more important to 

record that Joop himself had one of the world’s most penetrating sociological minds, and that 

he was a warm and greatly valued friend and mentor to very many of us. 

 
Joop was born in Bergen in North Holland, an only 

child. His father was a schoolteacher; his mother 

died while Joop was a university student. He lived 

through the wartime occupation of the Netherlands, 

including the ‘hunger winter’ of 1944–5, which he 

remembered vividly. Decades later, in the kitchen 

at J. J. Viottastraat 13, when I was fuming at the 

American invasion of Iraq, proclaiming that 

‘People don’t like their countries being invaded’, 

Joop commented drily, ‘Well, I’ve lived through 

two invasions of the Netherlands; it is true that we 

didn’t like being invaded by the Germans, but we 

were quite pleased to see the Canadians.’ 

  

In school, Joop learned Latin, Greek, English, 

German and French – one wonders how time was 

found for the rest of the curriculum – and won a 

national prize for an essay on ‘Youth friendship 

crosses borders’, a prize that took him on a visit to 

post-war Britain (where he saw mountains for the 

first time). He also spent a year at Wesleyan 

University, Connecticut. His command of English 

was remarkable even by Dutch standards. In later 

years, he occasionally corrected the English of 

native speakers. (I can testify to that: I once 

muddled the words ‘testament’ and ‘testimony’.) 

 

In 1951, after the year in America, he went to the 

University of Amsterdam to read social psychology 

and, apart from short periods as visiting professor 

elsewhere, he was to remain there for the rest of his 

life. In his student days, Joop was one of the editors 

of and a regular author for the locally famous 

student weekly Propria Cures; among his fellow 

editors who became long-term friends were the 

writer Renate Rubinstein and Aad Nuis, who was 

later the Dutch Minister of State for Culture. And 

in the university Joop also met Maria Oestreicher, 

who as a child had survived deportation from 

Amsterdam to Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. 

They were married in November 1958, and were as 

close a couple as can be imagined. After her death 

in 2009, Joop referred to Maria’s ‘omni-absence’. 

Joop and Maria came as a couple to academic 

conferences, and hospitably welcomed countless 

guests to their home, which some of us facetiously 

used to refer to as the Hotel Viottastraat (or even 

just as ‘headquarters’). In consequence, many of us 

felt we knew Maria just as well as we knew Joop. 

Their two children, Clara and Frank, were born in 

1964 and 1967. 
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Early in Joop’s time as a student in Amsterdam 

came another important encounter. He heard his 

professor, A. N. J. den Hollander, refer to a book 

by one Norbert Elias: Über den Prozess der 

Zivilisation. Then he found a reference to the same 

book by the greatly admired writer Menno ter 

Braak (who had reviewed it when it was first 

published in 1939, but who had committed suicide 

when the Germans invaded the Netherlands). Joop 

found a copy of the first edition in the university 

library, and it made a profound and lasting 

impression on him. Later, he used to say that he 

had read the book at least a dozen times, and he 

had found new insights every time. Joop finally 

met Elias in person at the 1956 ISA World 

Congress of Sociology in Amsterdam, and they 

maintained close contact from then onwards.  



 

 

 

 

 
Joop’s doctorate, supervised by Professor Den 

Hollander, was published in 1960 under the title 

Nihilisme en Cultuur. It was a study of the problem 

of nihilism – a state of mind in which nothing 

appears to have value or meaning – in Western 

culture. Nietzsche is a central figure, and the 

influence of Elias is already evident, but so is that 

of Talcott Parsons, the then-dominant sociological 

theorist whose influence would later vanish from 

Joop’s work. The English translation, Nihilism and 

Culture, did not appear until 1980, but the first 

book that Joop wrote in English had already been 

published in 1967. That was Dutch Society, a 

comprehensive survey of the distinctive social 

features and national habitus of the Netherlands. 

Here Elias is directly mentioned only once, but the 

developmental perspective is plain and the book is 

still well worth reading precisely for its insights 

into Dutch social development, including the 

famous verzuiling or pillarisation that has now 

largely disappeared. If the book made less impact 

than it deserved, it was because at that very 

moment Dutch society, which had seemed rather 

stolid and conservative, suddenly underwent 

startlingly rapid change. This was the period of the 

Vietnam War, student unrest across the world, and 

in Amsterdam the celebrated ‘white bicycles’.  

 

In 1968, Joop was appointed a very young 

hoogleraar (full Professor), and the following year, 

on his advice, his friend and colleague the historian 

Maarten Brands invited Elias to Amsterdam as 

Visiting Professor. This was only the second time 

that Elias had been invited to a visiting 

appointment on the European mainland. The 

distinction of being the first to invite him belonged 

to the University of Münster, to which he was 

invited by Professor Dieter Claessens and where 

Hermann Korte was appointed Elias’s graduate 

Assistent – the beginning of a lifelong friendship 

with Elias and eventually also with Joop 

Goudsblom. But back to Amsterdam in its white 

bicycle phase: there are tales of Elias sitting cross-

legged in a student-organised seminar on 

‘Revolution: personal and political’. Joop himself, 

like Elias, navigated the tricky currents of student 

discontent more successfully than some of his 

colleagues. Elias became a frequent visitor to 

Amsterdam and eventually, in 1977, took up 

permanent residence in the apartment above the 

Goudsbloms’ house (although from 1978 to 1984 

he was also a Fellow-in-Residence for much of the 

year at the Zentrum für Interdisziplinäre Forschung 

in Bielefeld).  

 

During the late 1960s and 1970s, there began to 

form around Joop a formidable  research group, 

which came to be known as ‘the Amsterdam 

school’ before the slightly misleading label of 

‘figurational sociology’ caught on. Over the years, 

Joop supervised an astonishing number of 

doctorates, on an equally astonishing range of 

topics (from nuclear war to food history, for 

example). They all, however, bore the hallmarks of 

the figurational or Eliasian perspective: 

simultaneously macro- and micro-, psychogenetic 

and sociogenetic, with historical depth as well as 

contemporary reference. All this was controversial: 

Joop had to do (intellectual) battle with more 

conventional Dutch sociologists – at first 

structural-functionalists and Marxists, and later the 

advocates of phenomenology, rational choice, 

quantitative and other sociological perspectives. 

The most comprehensive exposition of his vision of 

the discipline of sociology came in Balans van de 

sociologie (1973, English translation Sociology in 

the Balance, 1977). Although many of the 

sociologists referred to may now seem a long time 

back, this book is still an inspiring read not just for 

figurational sociologists but for all sociologists . 

Regrettably, it did not have as great an impact in 

the Anglophone world as it did in Dutch. It was not 

helped by Blackwells’ botching the printing of the 

cover, which was supposed to show children on a 

bouncy castle as an analogy to the way people’s 

actions bounce into each other in society. But I 

think there were two more significant reasons. 

First, although this book is not an exposition of 

Elias, the fact that at the time Elias was still very 

little known in the English-speaking world meant 

that readers were perplexed, asking themselves 

‘where is the author coming from?’ Secondly, Joop 

always wrote a spare and elegant English. His was 

a ‘minimalist art’, and many sociologists – 

‘theorists’ especially – see no value in ideas that 

are clearly expressed rather than dressed up in 

obscurantism and neologisms. 

 

In 1977, with Hermann Korte and Peter 

Gleichmann, Joop edited a Festschrift to mark 

Norbert Elias’s eightieth birthday, Human 

Figurations, which was presented to Elias at what 

in retrospect was a relatively small international 

gathering in Aachen. Elias’s magnum opus still had 

not appeared in English translation. When the two 

volumes were published, in 1978 and 1982, Elias’s 

repute in Germany and the Netherlands began to 

jump the language barrier and a steady stream of 

books and essays began to appear in various 

languages. Joop was active in all this. With Korte 

and Gleichmann again, he edited two volumes in 

German of essays inspired by Elias – the two 

Materialienbände of 1978 and 1984 – as well as 

compiling one of the volumes of his own essays in 

Dutch, De sociologie van Norbert Elias, 1987; and 

in the 1990s he and I edited two selections of 
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Elias’s work for the British and American markets. 

None of this immense activity in promoting the 

ideas of Elias and ‘figurational’ or process-

sociology ever seemed to diminish Joop’s output of 

books and essays of his own on many topics. His 

death at the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic 

may serve to remind us for instance of his notable 

essay on ‘Public health and the civilising process’ 

(Millbank Quarterly, 1986), which discussed 

leprosy, bubonic plague, syphilis, cholera and 

AIDS.  

 

From the early 1980s, however, Joop was working 

on what became Fire and Civilization (1992). It 

was always a misconception that civilising 

processes had uniquely taken place in Western 

Europe – they happen in various forms and scales 

in all times and places – and this led Joop to the 

insight that a civilising process had been involved 

in the first great ecological transition in the course 

of human development – the mastery of the active 

use of fire that came millennia before the better-

recognised agrarian and industrial revolutions. 

Mastery of fire involved the intertwining of 

biological evolution and social development. 

Keeping a fire going necessitated social 

organisation, for gathering fuel, keeping watch, and 

cooking. Fire and Civilisation took the story 

forward into the agrarian and industrial eras, yet 

once again Joop was disappointed at the book’s 

patchy reception. Specialists in human evolution 

seemed not to see the relevance for them of a 

contribution by a sociologist. And most mainstream 

sociologists, having executed what Elias called 

their ‘retreat into the present’ to arrive at what Joop 

labelled a ‘hodiecentric’ sociology, were not 

greatly interested in the early origins of the human 

species. They had also become unaccustomed to a 

sociologist dipping into the literature of disciplines 

as diverse as ecology, biology, archaeology and 

anthropology. 

  

The Goudsblom family had always been ‘green-

minded’ or ‘ecologically conscious’, and in the 

1990s and 2000s, Joop’s attention was increasingly 

directed towards understanding the planet’s present 

predicament in the context of very long-term social 

development. He kept up a long correspondence 

with the world historian William H. McNeill, and 

with colleagues in Amsterdam he developed a 

course in ‘Big History’ inspired by his friend David 

Christian. One product of these years was the book 

Mappae Mundi, edited and largely written by Joop 

and the scientist Bert de Vries. It was grandly 

launched in 2000 in the presence of HM Queen 

Beatrix of the Netherlands. Another product, less 

grand in scope but with an even grander title, was 

The Course of Human History (1996), co-authored 

with the economic historian Eric Jones and me.  

 

From its foundation in 1983, Joop was a member of 

the board of the Norbert Elias Foundation, with 

Hermann Korte and Bram van Stolk. (I joined the 

board after Bram’s death in 1997.) This triumvirate 

was designated by Elias to manage both his 

material legacy and his literary affairs after his 

death in 1990. Apart from organising regular 

gatherings of interested scholars, the Foundation’s 

major achievements have included the publication 

of Elias’s Gesammelte Schriften (1997–2010) and 

the Collected Works (2006–14), in which Joop of 

course played an active part as editorial adviser.  
 
In 2016, Joop published what should have been the 

first of two volumes of autobiography, entitled 

Geleerd: memoires 1932–1968, which took his 

story up to his appointment as hoogleraar. Besides 

his prominence as a sociologist, he had always had 

something of a literary reputation in the 

Netherlands – in 1957 he had been a co-founder, 

and proposed the title, of the Dutch literary 

magazine Tirade, which is published to this day –

and the volume was very well received by literary 

critics who knew little about Joop as a sociologist. 

Until only a few months before his death he 

remained intent on writing the second part, but he 

hardly committed  anything to paper. The first 

volume ends before most of us knew him. It is 

tempting for us to ask ‘what would he have written 

about me?’ But the less egocentric and more 

interesting question is: what would he have written 

about us as a ‘figuration’? About the school and 

paradigm formation around the work of Elias and 

the development of the ‘figurational perspective’, 

and his own role in it? It is a real pity that we shall 

never know. 

 
Upon his retirement in 1997, Joop was presented 

with a collection of essays, Alles verandert 

[‘Everything changes’], something that in German 

or English would be called a Festschrift, but in 

Dutch is called a Liber amicorum – a book of 

friends. That was very appropriate. For so many of 

us, Joop was a close friend. For me, he was my 

most important intellectual mentor – I have often 

said that I learned more from Joop about the 

Eliasian way of thinking than I did directly from 

Norbert Elias himself. I find it hard to believe that, 

after 45 years, I shall no longer be going over to 

Amsterdam to see him a couple of times every 

year, and never again welcoming him into our 

home. Our sympathies go especially to Frank and 

Clara in the loss of their father. A far wider circle 

will mourn the loss of a great intellect and 

wonderful person. 

 

 

Dublin, 25 March 2020



 

 

 

Doctorates promoted by Johan Goudsblom 

We think readers will be interested to see the list of doctorates ‘promoted’ (to use the Dutch 

term) by Joop Goudsblom. It is remarkable not just for the sheer number – 29 in this count – 

but for the diversity of the thesis topics, and for containing numerous names that will be 

familiar to readers of the Figurations newsletter. It is striking evidence of his wide influence 

and intellectual range. 

 
1978 Ruud Stokvis, Strijd over sport: 

Organisatorische en ideologische ontwikkelingen 

[Conflict over sport: Organizational and ideological 

developments]. Deventer: Van Loghum Slaterus, 

1979. 

1980 Paul Kapteyn, Taboe, ontwikkelingen in 

macht en moraal speciaal in Nederland [Taboo, 

developments in power and morality especially in 

the Netherlands]. Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers; 

also published as Taboe, macht en moraal in 

Nederland.  

1980 Han Israëls, Schreber, vader en zoon 

[Schreber, father and son (concerns Freud’s 

‘Schreber case’)]. Groningen: Historisches 

Uitgeverij, 1989. 

1984 Nico Wilterdink, Vermogensverhoudingen in 

Nederland: Ontwikkelingen sinds de negentiende 

eeuw [Wealth relations in the Netherlands: 

Developments since the nineteenth century]. 

Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers. 

1984 Christien Brinkgreve, Psychoanalyse in 

Nederland: Een vestigingsstrijd [Psychoanalysis in 

the Netherlands: a conflict over its establishment]. 

Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers. 

1985 Stephen Mennell, All Manners of Food: 

Eating and Taste in England and France from the 

Middle Ages to the Present. Oxford: Blackwell. 

1986 C. Schmidt, Om de eer van de familie: Het 

geslacht Teding van Berkhout 1500–1950; een 

sociologische benadering [For the honour of the 

family: The Teding van Berkhout family 1500–

1950; a sociological approach]. Amsterdam: De 

Bataafsche Leeuw. 

1987 Bart van Heerikhuizen, W.A. Bonger: 

Socioloog en socialist [W.A. Bonger: sociologist 

and socialist]. Groningen: Wolters–

Noordhoff/Forsten. 

1987 (Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen) Henri 

Goverde, Macht over de Markerruimte [Power over 

the borderlands]. Nijmegen: Nederlands 

Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. (Goudsblom was 

the second promotor.) 

1987 Bram Kempers, Kunst, macht en mecenaat: 

Het beroep van schilder in sociale verhoudingen 

1250–1500. Amsterdam: De Arbeiderspers. 

(Painting, Power and Patronage: The Rise of the 

Professional Artist in Renaissance Italy. London: 

Allen Lane, 1992.) 

1988 Godfried van Benthem van den Bergh, The 

Taming of the Great Powers. (The Nuclear 

Revolution and the End of the Cold War: Forced 

Restraint. London: Macmillan.) 

1988 Bastiaan Willink, Burgerlijk sciëntisme en 

wetenschappelijk toponderzoek: Sociale 

grondslagen van nationale bloeiperioden in de 

negentiende eeuwse bètawetenschappen [Bourgeois 

scientism and top scientific research: Social 

foundations of a national heyday for the sciences in 

the nineteenth century]. Rotterdam : 

Universiteitsdrukkerij. 

1989 Kees Bruin, Kroon op het werk: 

Onderscheiden in het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden 

[Crowning achievement: Distinctions in the 

Kingdom of the Netherlands]. Amsterdam: Boom. 

1990 Anneke van Otterloo, Eten en eetlust in 

Nederland (1840–1990): Een historisch-

sociologische studie [Eating and appetite in the 

Netherlands (1840–1990): an historical-

sociological study]. Amsterdam: Bert Bakker. 

1990 Cas Wouters, Informalisering: Veranderingen 

in de omgangsvormen sinds 1930, in het bijzonder 

in Nederland. (Van minnen en sterven: 

informalisering van omgangsvormen rond seks en 

dood [Loving and dying: informalization of 

manners about sex and death]. Amsterdam: Bert 

Bakker. 

1990 Johan Heilbron, Het ontstaan van de 

sociologie. Amsterdam: Prometheus. (The Rise of 

Social Theory, Cambridge: Polity, 1995.) 

1990 Warna Oosterbaan Martinius, Schoonheid, 

Welzijn, Kwaliteit: Kunstbeleid en verantwoording 

na 1945 [Beauty, Wellbeing, Quality: Art Policy 

and responsibility since 1945]. Den Haag: Gary 

Schwartz/SDU. 

1990 Sophie de Schaepdrijver, Elites for the 

Capital? Foreign Migration to Mid-Nineteenth-

Century Brussels. Amsterdam: PdIS/Thesis 

Publishers. 

1991 Bram van Stolk, Eigenwaarde als 

groepsbelang: Sociologische studies naar de 

dynamiek van zelfwaardering [Self-esteem as a 

group interest: Sociological studies into the 
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dynamics of self-esteem]. Houten: Bohn Stafleu 

Van Loghum. 

1992 Fred Spier, Religious Regimes in Peru: 

Religion and State Development in a Long-term 

Perspective and the Effects in the Andean Village 

of Zurite. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University 

Press, 1994. 

1993 Jan-Willem Gerritsen, De politieke economie 

van de roes: De ontwikkeling van 

regulieringsregimes voor alcohol en opiate. 

Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press. (The 

Control of Fuddle and Flash: A Sociological 

History of the Regulation of Alcohol and Opiates, 

Leiden: Brill, 2000.) 

1994 Maarten van Bottenburg, Verborgen 

competitie: Over de uiteenlopende populariteit van 

sporten [Hidden Competition: About the diverse 

popularity of sports]. Amsterdam: Bert Bakker. 

1994: Wilbert van Vree, Nederland als 

vergaderland: Opkomst en verbreiding van een 

vergaderregime. Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff. 

(Meetings, Manners and Civilisation: The 

Development of Modern Meeting Behaviour, 

London: Leicester University Press, 1999.) 

1997 Joanna Swabe, The Burden of Beasts: A 

Historical Sociological Study of Changing Human-

Animal Relations and the Rise of the Veterinary 

Regime. London: Routledge, 1999.  

1999 Dienke Hondius, Gemengde huwelijken, 

gemengde gevoelens: Aanvaarding en ontwijking 

van etnisch en religieus verschil sinds 1945 [Mixed 

marriages, mixed feelings: Acceptance and 

avoidance of ethnic and religious difference since 

1945]. Den Haag: SDU. (Goudsblom was the 

second promotor.) 

1999 Wilma Aarts, De status van soberheid: Een 

onderzoek naar status en milieuvriendelijke 

zelfbeperking [The status of austerity: A study of 

status and environmentally-friendly self-restraint]. 

Amsterdam: Universiteit van Amsterdam.  

2001 Giselinde Kuipers, Goede humor, slechte 

smaak: Een sociologie van de mop. Amsterdam: 

Boom. (Good Humour, Bad Taste: A Sociology of 

the Joke, Berlin, New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 

2006.) 

2001 Cas Smithuysen, Een verbazende stilte: 

klassieke muziek, gedragsregels en sociale controle 

in de concertzaal [An amazing silence: classical 

music, rules of conduct and social control in the 

concert hall]. Amsterdam: Boekmanstudies. 

2002 Johannes van der Weiden, Ongeplande 

planning: Een historisch-sociologisch onderzoek 

naar de totstandkoming van een nieuwe stadswijk 

[Unplanned planning: An historical-sociological 

investigation into the development of a new urban 

district]. Amsterdam: Aksant. 
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